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A university is a collection of diverse groups of individuals representing numerous areas of expertise. It is through such diversity and interaction of disciplines that UW-Eau Claire gains its strength. This *Report* illustrates such diversity and interactions in our institution.
The 2003-2004 Report on Publications and Other Scholarly Achievements includes publications, creative achievements, extramural grants, faculty-student collaborations, undergraduate and graduate student independent and directed studies, and research papers. We celebrate the breadth and depth of the scholarship on our campus, and we also recognize the wonderful and unique opportunities our students have to engage in collaborative work with our outstanding faculty and academic staff and with each other. Many of these projects have been made possible with funding from the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Foundation, Inc.

The products of scholarly and creative activity form a tangible means through which the University contributes to society and demonstrates the fulfillment of its commitment to excellence in education. Projects represented in this report enhance what is taught and learned in the classroom and confirm for the UW-Eau Claire community, the community at large, and for prospective students the University’s dedication to the academic and intellectual development of its faculty, academic staff, and students.

Updates on scholarly activity can also be found in the University Bulletin, published weekly by the University’s News Bureau.

Donald Mash
Chancellor
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Institutions of higher learning engage in research and creative activities as integral parts of their educational functions. It is through such activities that our knowledge is increased and achievements are made to further the well-being of the general public. The articles, books, published research reports, major recitals or other significant refereed creative achievements, research papers, extramural grants, and faculty/student collaborations produced by the faculty, academic staff, and students serve as indicators of the contributions that the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire is making to the expansion of knowledge and the arts. UW-Eau Claire is pleased to acknowledge these achievements of its faculty, academic staff, and students.

The 2003-2004 Report on Publications and Other Scholarly Achievements represents, of course, only a small fraction of the total efforts of our faculty, academic staff, and students in research and creative activities. Some of our efforts do not lead to information that can be disseminated in an externally published form. However, the level of effort recorded in this Report is one measure of the achievements of UW-Eau Claire.

Of the activities catalogued in this Report, eight reasonably distinct categories can be identified:
1. Publications that expand disciplinary frontiers of knowledge;
2. Publications that transcend disciplinary boundaries by relationships with other disciplines;
3. Publications that provide practical applications for research-generated knowledge;
4. Publications that synthesize or reiterate research findings for newly identified audiences;
5. Published creative works;
6. Significant refereed activities that transmit a cultural/artistic heritage and/or expand or deepen the audience’s horizons;
7. Extramural grants that provide funding for research and sponsored programs;
8. Faculty/student collaborations that enrich the scholarly experience for all involved and result in a tangible product such as a paper, a poster, a presentation, a non-print media form, a musical composition, or a new chemical compound.

A university is a collection of diverse groups of individuals representing numerous areas of expertise. It is through such diversity and interaction of disciplines that UW-Eau Claire gains its strength. This Report illustrates such diversity and interactions of our institution. Examples of the scholarly works cited in this Report can be found on display in a special case located on the west side of the entry corridor of McIntyre Library.
Distribution of the 2003-2004 Report on Publications and Other Scholarly Achievements. All faculty and academic staff may view an electronic copy of the Report at www.uwec/ORSP/publications.htm. A small number of extra copies has been printed and may be requested by calling 715/836-3405. Suggestions and comments for improving the Report should be sent to Assistant Vice Chancellor Christopher Lind.

Inclusions and Exclusions. Faculty and academic staff members with joint appointments have been listed under the single unit they selected as their primary appointment for purposes of this Report. The departmental affiliation of faculty, academic staff, and students is also noted. The index includes only those faculty and academic staff who were employees of UW-Eau Claire and students enrolled between May 2003 and April 2004. Students whose abstracts were accepted by the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs for inclusion in the Twelfth Annual UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day on April 26-27, 2004 are also included in the Report. In addition to publications and creative achievements during the 2003-04 academic year, this Report includes items bearing publication dates from May 2002 to April 2003 that were inadvertently omitted from the last report or actually published in 2004 (with an earlier date on the cover due to a journal being backlogged). The Report’s next issue will cover the period of May 2004 to April 2005. Every attempt has been made to be complete and accurate within the ground rules established for the Report. Members of the Editorial Advisory Board screened all entries as to their appropriateness for inclusion.

Acknowledgments. The Editorial Board appreciates the hard work and cooperation of those who assisted with this publication: faculty and staff members who carefully and promptly completed their submission materials and Betty Feia in the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs who critically proofread the Report and further aided the work.
**ACADEMIC AFFAIRS-ADMINISTRATIVE**

Dr. Ronald Satz, Provost and Vice Chancellor  
206A Schofield Hall  
715/836-2320


**ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE**

Dr. Michael Wilson, Department Chair  
400 Schneider Social Science  
715/836-2184


—. See Ann Walker, same department.

French, Andrea, undergraduate student. See Mehdi Sheikholeslami, same department.


Sheikholeslami, Mehdi, with Andrea French, undergraduate student, same department. “Form 20-F Reconciliation and the Accuracy of Analysts’ Earning Forecasts.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. “Sweet Treats Corp.: A Class Simulation.”  

**ADULT HEALTH NURSING**

Dr. Sheila Smith, Department Chair  
210 School of Nursing  
715/836-4834

Every, Penny, undergraduate student. See Joan Stehle Werner, same department.

Gueldenzopf, Samantha, with Carmen Kellogg, Stacy Key, Julie Martin, Laura McCorkell, Amy Shardlow, undergraduate students, same department, and Rita Sperstad, same department. “Transformed Self: Meaning of a Cultural Care Course to Students and Faculty.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004.


—. See Rita Sperstad, same department.

Hinz, Mary, undergraduate student. See Joan Stehle Werner, same department.


Kellogg, Carmen, undergraduate student. See Samantha Gueldenzopf, same department.
Key, Stacy, undergraduate student. See Samantha Gueldenzopf, same department.

Martin, Julie, undergraduate student. See Samantha Gueldenzopf, same department.

McCorkell, Laura, undergraduate student. See Samantha Gueldenzopf, same department.


Shane, Erin, undergraduate student. See Joan Stehle Werner, same department.


—. See Samantha Gueldenzopf and Rita Sperstad, same department.

Shelley, DuWayne, undergraduate student. See Rosemary Jadack, same department.

Sperstad, Rita, with Samantha Gueldenzopf and Amy Shardlow, undergraduate students, same department. “Education, Birth and Culture: The Meaning of an Undergraduate Nursing Clinical Care Experience toward Development of Professional Cultural Competent Care.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Samantha Gueldenzopf and Amy Shardlow, same department.

Werner, Joan Stehle, with Robin Beeman, Marshfield Clinic, and Mary Hinz, Penny Every, and Erin Shane, undergraduate students, same department. “Spiritual Well-Being, Psychological Adjustment to Illness, and Self-Perceived Health in Women Receiving Hemodialysis Treatment: Final Phase.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Dr. Marilyn Skrivseth, Interim Department Chair
206 Human Sciences & Services
715/836-2628

Apland, Wally, III., undergraduate student. See Jennifer Johs-Artisensi, same department.

Bartosh, Karen, undergraduate student. See Crispin Pierce, same department.

Deneen, Alison, undergraduate student. See Crispin Pierce, same department.

Freidhoff, Julie, graduate student. See Crispin Pierce, same department.

Garratt, Devon, undergraduate student. See Jennifer Johs-Artisensi, same department.

Jewell, Mia, undergraduate student. See Crispin Pierce, same department.

Johnson, Amber, undergraduate student. See Lee Anna Rasar, same department.


—. See Devon Garratt and Douglas Olson, same department.

**La Casse, Ashley**, undergraduate student. See Crispin Pierce, same department.

**Ojibway, Stephanie**, undergraduate student. See Douglas, Olson, same department.

**Olson, Douglas**. “Center for Health and Aging Services Excellence.” Extramural Grant. University of Minnesota. $10,000.

—. “Extendicare Grant.” Extramural Grant. Center for Health and Aging Services Excellence. $10,000.


—, with **Mary Zwygart-Staufacher**, Nursing Systems, and **Laura Weiss**, undergraduate student, same department. “What is a Director of Nursing?” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


**Pascarella, Hilary**, undergraduate student. See Jennifer Johs-Artisensi, same department.

**Petroni, Jacquelyn**, undergraduate student. See Lee Anna Rasar, same department.


—, with **Mia Jewell** and **Ashley La Casse**, undergraduate students, same department. “Toxicokinetics of 13 C-Toluene (Isotope Effect).” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with **Laura Schrage** and **Julie Freidhoff**, graduate students, same department. “Toxicokinetics of 13 C-Toluene (Statistical Analysis).” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


Ries, Sara, undergraduate student. See Lee Anna Rasar, same department.

Schrage, Laura, graduate student. See Crispin Pierce, same department.

Sundly, Susan, undergraduate student. See Lee Anna Rasar, same department.

Weiss, Laura, undergraduate student. See Douglas Olson, same department.

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES

Dr. Lawrence Martin, Director
618 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-3243

Goss, Tammy, undergraduate student. See Lawrence Martin, same department.


ART AND DESIGN

Dr. Eugene Hood, Jr., Department Chair
104 Haas Fine Arts Center
715/836-3277


Cnossen, Tim, undergraduate student. See Bobby Pitts, same department.

Pitts, Bobby, with Tim Cnossen, undergraduate student, same department. “Illustration of Dante’s Paradise Using Coral Painter Software and a Macintosh Computer.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Leslie Vaglica, undergraduate student, same department. “A Visual Representation of Community Values for the Community.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. Fifty-Minute Drawing. Figure Drawing. Drawing from Perception. Wright State University, Dayton, OH. April 2004.


—. See Jody Sekas, Music and Theatre Arts.

Teuteberg, Michael, undergraduate student. See Michael Christopherson, same department.
Vaglica, Leslie, undergraduate student. See Scott Robertson, same department.

Vorndran, Mary, undergraduate student. See Steven Terwilliger, same department.

**BIOLOGY**

Dr. Paula Kleintjes, Chair
331 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-4166

Anderson, Jesse, undergraduate student. See Tali Lee, same department.


—, with Sara Mickelson, undergraduate student, same department. “DNA Transfer between Bacteria and Yeast via the Conjugal Transposon, Tn916.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004. Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project. Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


Barnes, W. J., emeritus. See Kristina Beuning and Paula Kleintjes, same department.


—. See Ryan DeChaine and Nick Freiburger, same department.

Brenner, Lindsay, undergraduate student. See Lloyd Turtinen, same department.

Brezinski, Brian, undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.

Bushman, Melissa, undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.

Butchert, Marie, undergraduate student, with Lindsay Entringer, Melissa Fraaza, Wendy Parker, Kristi Stubbe, undergraduate students, same department, and Evan Weiher, same department. “Mycorrhizal Fungal Colonization Rates along Multiple Gradients in Prairies, Oak Savannas, and Forests.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004.

Cannon, Philip, undergraduate student. See Miranda Lu Bader, same department.


—. See Daniel Janik, same department.
Christiansen, A. M., undergraduate student. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.


—. See Kristina Beuning, same department.

DeGroot, Kristin, undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.

Entringer, Lindsay, undergraduate student. See Marie Butchert and Evan Weiher, same department.

Eveland, Lacey, undergraduate student. See Amy Krist, same department.

Ferron, Molly, undergraduate student. See Justin Frey, same department.

Fraaza, Melissa, undergraduate student. See Marie Butchert, same department.


—. See Kristina Beuning, same department.


Haas, Stephanie, undergraduate student. See Amy Krist, same department.

Hobbs, Forrest, undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.


—. See Tali Lee, same department.


Howe, A., undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.

Ivory, Sarah, undergraduate student. See Tali Lee and Joseph Rohrer, same department.


—, with Nick Cartwright, undergraduate student, same department. “Modulation of Circadian Clock Resetting by Manipulation of Body Weight.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Nick Cartwright and Justin Frey, same department.


Kleintjes, Paula, “Biology Internships.” Extramural Grant. Wisconsin Department of Transportation. $6,778.

—. “Is Potentilla fructicosa a Nectar Source for Butterflies?” Extramural Grant. Council for
Undergraduate Research. $3,500.


—, with Jodi Swanson, Dustin Vanoverbeke, and Michelle Washebek, undergraduate students, same department. “Summer Research Experience for UW-Eau Claire Undergraduates in Entomology in Wisconsin and New Mexico.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Mitchell Freymiller, Tracy Hoke, Rebecca Kitzmann, Kathleen Miller, Jodi Swanson, Dustin Vanoverbeke, and Michelle Washebek, same department.

Koenig, David, undergraduate student. See Rebecca Kitzmann, same department.


—, with Stephanie Haas, undergraduate student, same department. “Investigations of the Nature of Trade-offs among Life-History Traits in a Freshwater Snail.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Trina Nowak, undergraduate student, same department. “Evolution of Life Histories in Populations of Snails with Varying Incidences of Parasitism.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Trina Nowak, same department.


—, with Paul Bolstad (primary co-author) and Peter B. Reich, University of Minnesota. “Rapid Acclimation to Temperature of Leaf Respiration in Quercus alba and Q. rubra.” Tree Physiology 23.14 (2003): 969-76.
—, with Deborah Freund, graduate student, same department. “Adaption and Acclimation of Leaf Dark Respiration to Temperature among Diverse Populations of Quercus petraea.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with Emily Hockman and Lauren Losek, undergraduate students, same department. “Plant Physiological Responses to Elevated CO2 Concentrations and Increasing N Availability: Focus on N2-Fixing Legumes and C4 Grasses.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—, with Evan Weiher, same department, and Jesse Anderson, undergraduate student, same department. “Inoculum Potential of Endomycorrhizal Fungi in an Agricultural Field: Determining Suitability for Prairie Restoration and Testing for Effectiveness of Fungicide Treatments.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Emily Hockman, Lauren Losek, Michael Orysen, and Kally Worm, same department.


—, with Vicki Whitledge, Mathematics, and Laura Tamm and Trina Nowak, undergraduate students, same department. “Modeling Effects of Fish Movement on the Spatial Organization of Stream Fish Assemblages.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Rebecca Kitzmann, Kathleen Miller, and Laura Tamm, same department.

Lonzarich, Mary E. See David Lonzarich, same department.


—. See Tali Lee, same department.

Lyons, L. A., undergraduate student. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.

Mickelson, Sara, undergraduate student. See Julie Anderson, same department.


Nauss, Rachel, undergraduate student. See Lloyd Turtinen, same department.


—. See Amy Krist, David Lonzarich, and Laura Tamm, same department.

Parker, Wendy, undergraduate student. See Marie Butchert, same department.

Peot, S., undergraduate student. See Evan Weiher, same department.

Prall, David N., undergraduate student. See Lloyd Turtinen, same department.

Raebel, C., undergraduate student. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.


Russell, James, undergraduate student. See Kristina Beuning, same department.

Schmukler, G., undergraduate student. See Kristina Beuning, same department.


Sekorski, A., undergraduate student. See Sasha Showsh, same department.


Sporrong, J. M., undergraduate student. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.

Stubbe, Kristi, undergraduate student. See Marie Butchert, same department.


—. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.


—. See David Lonzarich, same department.


—. See Miranda Lu Bader, same department.


—. See Scott Hartsel and Rachel Nauss, Chemistry, and Jennifer Schwartzhoff, same department.

Vanoverbeke, Dustin, undergraduate student, with Paula Kleintjes, same department. “Effects of Elk Browsing on Potentilla fruticosa and Adult

—. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.


—. See Paula Kleintjes, same department.


—, with **Tali Lee**, same department, **Melissa Bushman**, **Forrest Hobbs**, and **Lindsay Entringer**, undergraduate students, same department. “A Multivariate Investigation of Soil Mutualists in Remnant Prairies, Savannas, and Oak Woodlands.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Marie Butchert and Tali Lee, same department.


**Worm, Kally**, undergraduate student, with **Tali Lee**, same department. “Lupinus (N_{2}-fixer) and Andropogon (C_{4} grass) in Multi-Species Communities: Varying Photosynthetic and Biomass Responses to Atmospheric CO_{2} and Soil N.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004.

**Young-Janik, L.** See Daniel Janik, same department.

**Center for International Education**

**Dr. Karl Markgraf, Director**
111D Schofield Hall
715/836-4411

**Markgraf, Karl.** “Japan Professorship.” Extramural Grant. The Japan Foundation. $40,564.

—. “Support for the Japanese Language Courses.” Extramural Grant. The Japan Foundation. $40,564.


**Chemistry**

**Dr. Cheryl Muller, Department Chair**
433 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-4019


—. See Stephen Drucker, same department.

**Biesterveld, Jennifer**, undergraduate student. See Marcia Miller-Rodeberg, same department.

**Bremer, Lindsay**, undergraduate student. See Scott Hartsel, same department.

**Campbell, Damon**, undergraduate student. See Elizabeth Ott, same department.

**Carney, Michael**, with **Elizabeth Ott**, undergraduate student. “Chevron Chemical Research Project.”
Extramural Grant. Chevron Phillips Chemical Company. $6,000.


—, with Elizabeth Ott, undergraduate student. “Influence of Octahedral Coordination Geometry on Catalyst Performance.” Extramural Grant. American Chemical Society. $50,000.

__. See Nicholas Robertson and Benjamin Schmiege, same department.

Chamberlin, Sara, undergraduate student. See Christopher Conklin, same department.


Dahl, Anna, undergraduate student. See Alan Gengenbach, same department.

Deprez, Nicholas, undergraduate student. See Kristy McNitt, same department.

Drucker, Stephen, with Logan Ausman and Emily Gilles, undergraduate students, same department. “Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy of 1-Indanone.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Logan Ausman, same department.


—. See Robert Hollon, Curriculum and Instruction.

Gagnon, Nicholas, undergraduate student. See Stephen Drucker, same department.


—, with Matthew Giese, undergraduate student, same department. “FTIR Studies of the Structures and Dynamics of Proteins in Solution and Absorbed to Surfaces.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


Gengenbach, Alan, with Bernard Huettl, undergraduate student, same department. “Metalloporphyrin Catalyzed Oxidation of Azo Dyes.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Bernard Huettl and Marcia Miller-Rodeberg, same department.
Giese, Matthew, undergraduate student. See Warren Gallagher, same department.

Gilles, Emily, undergraduate student. See Logan Ausman and Stephen Drucker, same department.

Gullickson, Glen, undergraduate student, with Jessica Walters, undergraduate student, same department, and David Lewis, same department. “Synthesis and Cyclization of beta-Hydroxynilanes: 3,4-Dialkyl-3,4-dihydro-2(1H)quinolones.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004.


—, with Lloyd Turtinen (primary author), Biology, David N. Prall and Lindsay Bremer, undergraduate students, Biology, and Rachel Nauss, undergraduate student, same department. “Antibody Array Generated Cytokine Release Profiles from THP-1 Monocytic Cells Exposed to Different Amphotericin B Formulations.” Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy 48.2 (2004): 396-403.


—. See Elizabeth Ott and Rachel Nauss, same department, and Lloyd Turtinen, Biology.


—. See Alan Gengenbach, same department.


—. See Corey Schuster and Chong Hoong Leong, same department.


—. See James Phillips and John Wrass, same department.


—. See Frederick King, same department.

Lewis, David. See Glen Gullickson, Kristy McNitt, Elizabeth Ott, and Grant Sormunen, same department.


—. See Marcia Miller-Rodeberg, same department.


—. See Sara Chamberlin, Physics and Astronomy, and Christopher Conklin, same department.


Miller-Rodeberg, Marcia. “The Degradation of Azo Dyes by the Catalase/Peroxidase Enzymes of

—, with Alan Gengenbach, same department. “Oxidative Chemistry of Azo Dyes.” Extramural Grant. Merck Corporation. $60,000.

—, with Michael Mboughuni and Jennifer Biesterfeld, undergraduate students, same department. “Aromatic Compound Degradation by the Gram (+)Bacteria, Brevibacterium fuscum.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant. See Michael Mboughuni, same department.


—. See Scott Hartsel, same department.


—. See Michael Carney, same department.


—, with Christopher Knutson and John Wrass, undergraduate students, same department. “Continued Studies of Nitrile Coordination Complexes: ‘Bi-functional’ Donors with Boron Trifluoride.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant. See Christopher Knutson and John Wrass, same department.

Pillsbury, Nathan, undergraduate student. See Stephen Drucker, same department.

Prall, David N., undergraduate student. See Scott Hartsel, same department.

Robertson, Nicholas, undergraduate student, with Michael Carney, same department. “Synthesis and Reactivity of Chromium, Vanadium, and Cobalt Complexes Supported by Bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine Ligands.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004.


Van Zanten, Jason, undergraduate student. See Stephen Drucker, same department.

Walters, Jessica, undergraduate student. See Glen Gullickson, same department.

Weiland, Theodore, undergraduate student. See Scott Hartsel, same department.


—. See James Phillips, same department.

**COLLEGE OF BUSINESS-ADMINISTRATIVE**

Dr. V. Thomas Dock, Dean
119A Schneider Social Science
715/836-5509

Bergmann, Marilyn. See Scott Lester and Kathryn Ready, Management and Marketing.

**COMMUNICATION DISORDERS**

Dr. Larry Solberg, Department Chair
123 Human Sciences & Services
715/836-4186


Carpenter, Linda, Human Development Center. See Jenique Musil, same department.

Halada, Sara, undergraduate student. See Jason Bennett, same department.

Murphy-Antczak, Julia, undergraduate student. See Jenique Musil, same department.


—. See Jason Bennett, same department.

Schmoldt, Grace, graduate student. See Larry Solberg, same department.

Solberg, Larry, with Grace Schmoldt, graduate student, same department. “Vocal Resonance Characteristics Pre- and Post-Septoplasty with and without Turbinectomy: An Acoustic and Perceptual Analysis.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

**Steele, Timothy,** with **Kerry Witherell,** undergraduate student, same department. “The Speech-Language Pathologist’s Knowledge and Comfort with Aural Rehabilitation Services.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Kerry Witherell, same department.


—. See Timothy Steele, same department.

**COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM**

Ms. Karen Kremer, Department Chair
162 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-2528

Beasley, Matthew, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.


Bulinski, Mark, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Constant, Cheryl, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.


Finne, Kaye, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.
Fitzgerald, Maighie, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Haberli, Kurt, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Harter, Marc, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Haupt, Leeann, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.


Johnson, Alaine, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.


Lawrence, Mark, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Maurer, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Middleton, Laura, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Riesen, Linnae, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Rosenthal, Amy, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Sampson, Robert. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Streit, Ashlee, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Strubel, Michael, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Switalski, Gretchen, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

Valeri, Anna, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Buchholtz, same department.

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**

Dr. Andrew Phillips, Department Chair
131 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-2526

Andringa, Christopher, undergraduate student. See Steven Ratering, same department.

Ehlert, Justin, undergraduate student. See Thomas Moore and Andrew Phillips, same department.


—. See Jack Tan, same department.

Lemke, Scott, undergraduate student. See Paul Wagner, same department.

Moore, Thomas, with Justin Ehlert, undergraduate student, same department. “UW-Eau Claire SOL-Adding Multimedia and Other Support for Research Surveys at UW-Eau Claire.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


sigcse2004/viewAcceptedSessionaspx?sessionType=Paper&sessionNumber=278>.


Sabelko, Justin, undergraduate student. See Paul Wagner, same department.

Smith, Cindy, undergraduate student. See Theresa Steffen, same department.

Steffen, Theresa, undergraduate student, with Cindy Smith, undergraduate student, same department, and Daniel Stevenson, same department. “Analyzing the Lack of Diversity in Computer Science.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004. Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Daniel Stevenson, same department.


—. See Andrew Phillips and Theresa Steffen, same department, and Ryan Prechel, Geology.

Tan, Jack, with Michael LeMay, undergraduate student, same department. “Reference Implementation of the Email Security Protocol.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Michael LeMay, same department.

Tessmer, Heidi, undergraduate student. See Daniel Stevenson, same department.


—. See Michael Wick, same department.


—. See Andrew Phillips, Marcia Vaughn, and Michael Wick, same department.


—, with Paul Wagner, same department, and Marcia Vaughn, undergraduate student, same department. “Developing a Shared Suggestive Sell Knowledge Repository Using the Internet.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Andrew Phillips, Steven Ratering, and Marcia Vaughn, same department.

Wudi, Jason. See Paul Wagner, same department.

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Dr. Robert Whitcomb, Director
116 Water Street Continuing Education
715/836-3636

Bass Faust, Stephanie. See Debra King, same department.

Jones, Kevin. “Small Business Development Center.” Extramural Grant. Small Business Administration. $56,075.

—. “Wisconsin Small Business Development Center (SBDC).” Extramural Grant. Small Business Administration. $58,950.

King, Debra, with Stephanie Bass Faust, same department. “Wisconsin Regional Teen Institute.” Extramural Grant. US Department of Health and Human Services. $205,000.

Whitcomb, Robert. “Adolescents and Family.” Extramural Grant. Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. $13,000.

—. “Contract Instruction.” Extramural Grant. CESA 10. $149,046.


—. “Senior Americans Day.” Extramural Grant. Various donors. $4,237.


CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Dr. Susan Mc Intyre, Department Chair
284 Brewer Hall
715/836-5846


—. See Robert Eierman, Chemistry.

Kolis, Michael. See Robert Hollon, same department.


Mack, Maureen, with Sunshine Mc Faul and Annelies Slack, graduate students, same department.
“Attributes and Roles of Wisconsin Rural School Teachers.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Maureen Mack, same department.

Slack, Annelies, graduate student. See Maureen Mack and Sunshine Mc Faul, same department.

**ECONOMICS**

Dr. Edward Young, Department Chair
400 Schneider Social Science
715/836-5743


Deng, Feng, undergraduate student. See Maria DaCosta, same department.


—. See David Schaffer, same department.

Schaffer, David, with Ryan Lindsay, undergraduate student, same department. “Recent Increases in US Wage Inequality: Identifying the Causes.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Ryan Lindsay, same department.

**ENGLISH**

Dr. Martin Wood, Department Chair
433 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-2639


—. See Jim Hahn, same department.


—. See August Rubrecht, same department.


Cronje, Ruth, with Kristi Frankenberger, undergraduate student, same department. “Communicating with Patients under Conditions of Uncertainty.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with Rebecca Hutchinson and Lindsay Duwell, undergraduate students, same department. “Effect of EBM Training on Clinician/Patient Communication and Patient Participation in the Clinical Decision.” UW-Eau Claire Undergraduate/Faculty Collaborative Research Grant.

Dale, Helen. See Robert Hollon, Curriculum and Instruction.

Duwell, Lindsay, undergraduate student, with Erna Kelly, same department. Technical Writing Internship at UW-Eau Claire Teaching and Learning Technology Center (TLTDC). Fall 2003. Articles.

Frankenberger, Kristi, undergraduate student. See Ruth Cronje, same department.


Hahn, Jim, undergraduate student, with Erica J. Benson, same department. “Wisconsin English: A Folk Linguistic Perception,” Blugold Fellows Program. Faculty/Student Collaborative Research Project.


Kazeck, Jessica, undergraduate student. See Carmen Manning, same department.

Kelly, Erna. See Asia Brandvold, Lindsay Duwell, Erik Gagnelius, Julia Halama, Becca Hutchinson, Rebecca Kandler, Kathryn Kennedy, Maxwell Neal, Michael Paul, Becky Sumner, and Kara Ziehl, same department.


—. See Joel Pace, same department.


Neal, Maxwell, undergraduate student, with Erna Kelly, same department. Technical Writing Internship at Registrar’s Office. Fall 2003. UW-Eau Claire Registrar’s Office Documents.

Pace, Joel, with Bobby Kuechenmeister, undergraduate student, same department. “Hal Jordan as a Tragic Hero.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Bobby Kuechenmeister, same department.


—. “Original Fiction.” Fiction Reading. UW-Eau Claire, Creative Writing Faculty Reading. Eau Claire, WI. May 2003.


FAMILY HEALTH NURSING

Dr. Karen Maddox, Interim Department Chair
238 School of Nursing
715/836-5515

Berry, Janice, with Brandi Luther Sparks, undergraduate student, same department. “Comparison of Student Perceived Learning Outcomes and Satisfaction in a Preceptored and Nonpreceptored Clinical Experience.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004. Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

Moch, Susan. “Informal Mentoring between Adults and Children/Youth.” Extramural Grant. Julia Burke Foundation. $6,083.

Sparks, Brandi Luther, undergraduate student. See Janice Berry, same department.

FINANCIAL AID

Ms. Kathleen Sahlhoff, Director
115B Schofield Hall
715/836-3373


—. “Perkins Loan.” Extramural Grant. US Department of Education. $288,151.

—. “Refugee School Impact Grant: Refugee Teacher Training.” Extramural Grant. US Department of Education. $25,000.

—. “SEOG.” Extramural Grant. US Department of Education. $754,258.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Dr. Johannes Strohschänk, Department Chair
378 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-4287

Chaves, Juan Carlos. See Lindsay Olsen, same department.

Cushing-Leubner, Jenna, undergraduate student. See Johannes Strohschänk, same department.

Ernst, Beth Kozbial, with Kate Reynolds, undergraduate student, same department. “The Constitution of a Content-Based ESL Course in American History.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Kate Reynolds, same department.

Fleming, Justin. See Martina Lindseth, same department.

Heitzinger, Sara, undergraduate student. See Johannes Strohschänk, same department.


Iribarren, Mary, with Jennifer Kemper, undergraduate student, same department. “How Spanish Phonetics Is Taught in the US and Other Countries.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

Kemper, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Mary Iribarren, same department.


Metcalf, Carissa, undergraduate student. See Kate Reynolds, same department.

Mumm, Valerie, undergraduate student. See Paul J. Hoff, same department.


Pignet, Lee Ann, undergraduate student. See Paul J. Hoff, same department.

Reynolds, Kate. “UW-Eau Claire’s English Language Acquisition: National Professional Development Program.” Extramural Grant. US Department of Education. $271,361.

—, with Erin Flehmer, undergraduate student, same department. “Process Writing as a Tool for the Development of Interlanguage Preposition Accuracy.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with Carissa Metcalf, undergraduate student, same department. “How Effective is the Use of a Listserv in Student Teacher Development?” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with Heather Williams, undergraduate student, same department. “Informing Reflective Teaching Practice: How Student Teachers Develop into Teaching Professionals.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Beth Kozbial Ernst and Erin Flehmer, same department.

Reynolds, Patrick, undergraduate student. See Beth Kozbial Ernst, same department.


—. See Tim Wenzel, same department.


—. See Johannes Strohschänk, same department.

Williams, Heather, undergraduate student. See Kate Reynolds, same department.

Foundations of Education

Dr. Roger Tlusty, Department Chair
154A Brewer Hall
715/836-2635


Rhoades, Katherine. “UW-Eau Claire Teaching and Evaluation Project.” Extramural Grant. CESA 10. $33,000.

Geography and Anthropology

Dr. J. Brady Foust, Department Chair
260 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-3244

Altobell, Troy, undergraduate student. See Emily Georgeson, same department.


—. “Pierce and Dunn Counties Archaeology Surveys.” Extramural Grant. Natural Resource Conservation Service. $2,533.


—. See Jennifer Freeland and Garry Running, same department.


—, with Kiera Walsh, undergraduate student, same department. “Cultural Atlas of Wisconsin: South Central Region.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Eric Lynde and Renee Rollman, same department.

Bergstrom, Nicole, undergraduate student. See Harry Jol, same department.

Busse, Sarah, undergraduate student. See Garry Running, same department.

Caldwell, Beverly, undergraduate student. See Renee Rollman, same department.

Curry, Peter, undergraduate student, with Christopher Hendren, undergraduate student, same department, and J. Brady Foust and Lisa Theo, same department. “A Socioeconomic and Cultural Transect along Lexington Avenue in New York City.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004.

DeChaine, Ryan, undergraduate student. See Douglas Faulkner and Harry Jol, same department.
Degner, Nicole, undergraduate student. See Tim Bawden and Renee Rollman, same department.


Erickson, Megan, undergraduate student. See Tracey Gilbert, same department.


—, with Adam Lange, undergraduate student, same department. “Identifying Hydrographic Change in the Tiffany Bottoms Area, Lower Chippewa River.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Garry Running, same department, and Renee Rollman and Rebecca Thorn, undergraduates students, same department. “Sedimentological Evidence of Holocene Environmental Change in Alluvial Fans, Platte River Valley, Southwest Nebraska.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Adam Lange, same department.


—. See Lisa Theo, same department.

Foust, J. Brady. See Peter Curry, Andrew Eddy, Emily Georgeson, Matthew Goethel, Eric Lynde, Rebecca Mossige, Matthew Resenhoeft, Renee Rollman, Andrew Steunernagel, Josh Vissers, same department, and Breck Johnson, Geology.


—. See Eric Lynde, same department.


—. See Garry Running, same department.


—. See Harry Jol and Rebecca Mossige, same department.


—. See Lisa Theo, same department.

Goethel, Matthew, undergraduate student, with Lindsey Prell, undergraduate student, same department, and J. Brady Foust and Lisa Theo, same


—. See **Jessica Schaid**, same department.


—. See **Tracey Gilbert**, Harry Jol, and Lisa Theo, same department.

**Hahn, Thomas**, undergraduate student. See Renee Rollman, same department.


**House, Erin**, undergraduate student. See Mila Sopova, same department.

**Hudnall, Mark**, undergraduate student. See Renee Rollman, same department.

**Jahnke, Ross**, undergraduate student. See Andrew Eddy, same department.


—, with **Ryan DeChaine** (primary co-author), undergraduate student, same department, R.


—, with Bryan Frenz, undergraduate student, same department. “GPR and GPS Data Collection and Interpretation: Israel and United States.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Bryan Frenz, Tracey Gilbert, Beth Guse, Michael Selb, Joel Stevens, Adam Stokstad, and Rebecca Thorn, same department.

Kalijian, Paul, with Jamey McIntosh, undergraduate student, same department. “The Middle East and North Africa: Real or Reel Geography?” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

Lange, Adam, undergraduate student, with Douglas Faulkner, same department. “Recent Hydrographic Change in the Tiffany Bottoms, Lower Chippewa River, Wisconsin.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research

—. See Douglas Faulkner and Garry Running, same department, and Karen Havholm, Geology.


Marohl, Becky, undergraduate student. See Josh Vissers, same department.

McIntosh, Jamey, undergraduate student. See Paul Kaldjian, same department.

Minkus, Helaine. See Mila Sopova, same department.

Morrell, Carrie, undergraduate student. See Tim Bawden and Renee Rollman, same department.


Nelson, Mark, undergraduate student. See Sean Hartnett, same department.


—. See Garry Running, same department.

Pierce, Jared, undergraduate student. See Ingolf Vogeler, same department.

Pink, Jessica, undergraduate student. See Andrew Steuernagel, same department.

Prell, Lindsey, undergraduate student. See Matthew Goethel, same department.

Remkus, Sarah, undergraduate student. See Sean Hartnett, same department.


—. See Douglas Faulkner, same department.

Running, Garry. “Origin and Distribution of Fluvial Terraces along the Saskatchewan and South Saskatchewan Rivers: A GIS and GPS Approach.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Grant.


—, with Robert Barth, same department, and Jennifer Freeland and Michele Shaw, undergraduate students, same department. “Prehistoric Settlement Patterns in Eau Claire County: A GIS-Based Geography and Anthropology.
Geoarchaeological Approach.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with Karen Havholm, Geology, and Adam Lange, Jennifer Freeland, and Sarah Busse, undergraduate students, same department. “SCAPE 2003 Field Season Geoarchaeological Investigations: The St. Louis Bridge Site to the Confluence, Forks Locality, Saskatchewan.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Douglas Faulkner, Jennifer Freeland, Adam Lange, Kali Pace-Graceyk, and Harry Jol, same department, Robert Eierman, Chemistry, Karen Havholm, Geology, and Robert Hollon, Curriculum and Instruction.


—. See Zoltan Grossman, same department.


Shaw, Michele, undergraduate student. See Jennifer Freeland and Garry Running, same department.

Smith, B. Jill, with Louise Woletz-Hinz, undergraduate student, same department. “Perinatal Liminality across Three Generations.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Bill Jacobsen, Student Development and Diversity.


Steuerneagel, Andrew, undergraduate student, with Jessica Pink, undergraduate student, same department, and J. Brady Foust and Lisa Theo, same department. “A Socioeconomic and Cultural Transect along Amsterdam Avenue in New York City.” UW-Eau Claire Student Research Day—Poster Session, 26-27 April 2004.


—. See Harry Jol, same department.

Stimers, Mitchel, undergraduate student. See Lisa Theo, same department.

Stiper, Theresa (Piper), undergraduate student. See Douglas Faulkner, same department.


—, with Mitchel Stimers, Sabrina Hicks, Tracey Gilbert, Beth Guse, and Barbara Featherly, undergraduate students, same department. “Spatial Differences in Women’s Progress and Prosperity in Wisconsin: The Lieutenant Governor’s Wisconsin Women=Prosperity Initiative.” UW-Eau Claire Student

—. See Peter Curry, Andrew Eddy, Barbara Featherly, Travis Franz, Emily Georgeson, Matthew Goethel, Erin Heidtke, Eric Lynde, Rebecca Mossige, Matthew Resenhoeft, Renee Rollman, Andrew Steuernagel, and Josh Vissers, same department.


—. See Douglas Faulkner, Harry Jol, and Michael Selb, same department.

Thornburg, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Robert Barth, same department.

Toivonen, Brian, undergraduate student. See Adam Stokstad, same department.

Treague, Jeremy, undergraduate student. See Harry Jol, Michael Selb, and Rebecca Thorn, same department.

Trombly, Neil, undergraduate student. See Eric Lynde, same department.


Vogeler, Ingolf, with Jared Pierce, undergraduate student, same department. “Urban Agriculture by the Hmong of Eau Claire.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

Walsh, Kiera, undergraduate student. See Tim Bawden and Renee Rollman, same department.

Woletz-Hinz, Louise, undergraduate student. See B. Jill Smith, same department.

Zahler, Ryan, undergraduate student. See Harry Jol and Joel Stevens, same department.

GEOLoGY

Dr. Robert Hooper, Department Chair
153 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-4932


Bernhardt, Jesse, undergraduate student. See Ian Anderson and James Watkins, same department.


—. See Colin Shaw, same department.


—. See Colin Shaw, same department.


—. See Chris Fell and Colin Shaw, same department.

Greve, Rachel, undergraduate student. See Kent Syverson, same department.

Grosvold, Lisa, undergraduate student, with Phillip Ihinger, same department. “Micro-IR Investigation of


—. See Robert Eierman, Chemistry, Harry Jol, Adam Lange, and Garry Running, Geography & Anthropology.

Hennessy, Dan, undergraduate student. See Ian Anderson, same department.


Hooper, Robert. “Geology Department Equipment Grant.” Extramural Grant. US Department of Education. $422,238.

—, with J. Brian Mahoney, same department, and Kelly Plathe, undergraduate student, same department. “Direct Observation of Metal Speciation in Mine Contaminated Sediment Using TEM.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with J. Brian Mahoney, same department, and Laura Strumness, undergraduate student, same department. “Quantification of Heavy Metal Distribution, Coeur d’Alene River, Northern Idaho: Assessment of Controls on Contaminant Mobility.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Morgan Herrick, J. Brian Mahoney, Kelly Plathe, and Laura Strumness, same department.


—. See Ian Anderson, Mark Ciardelli, Scott Formolo, Lisa Grosvold, Breck Johnson, Ryan Prechel, and James Watkins, same department, and Robert Barth, Geography and Anthropology.


—. See James Watkins, same department.

Kohel, Christopher, undergraduate student, with Kali Pace-Graczyk, undergraduate student, same department, and J. Brian Mahoney, same department. “Geochemical and Geochronologic Analysis of Volcanic Suites of the Bella Coola Region, West-


—. See Emily Hauser, Robert Hooper, Christopher Kohel, Sarah Prindiville, and Laura Strumness, same department.

Niss, Karilyn, undergraduate student. See Ryan Dayton and Colin Shaw, same department.

Pace-Graczyk, Kali, undergraduate student. See Chris Fell, Christopher Kohel, and Colin Shaw, same department.


—. See Robert Hooper, same department.


—. See J. Brian Mahoney, same department.

Shaw, Colin, with Ryan Dayton, Chris Fell, Scott Formolo, Karilyn Niss, and Kali Pace-Graczyk, undergraduate students, same department. “Window into the Deep Crust of the Continents, Phase II:
Laboratory and Computer Analysis.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Ryan Dayton and Chris Fell, same department.


—. See Ian Anderson, same department.

History

Dr. Thomas Miller, Department Chair
701 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-5501

Anderson, Heidi, undergraduate student. See Kate Lang, same department.


—. See Matt Waters, same department.


—. See Patricia Turner, same department.


—. See Stephanie Bertschy, same department.

Dougherty, Jacob, undergraduate student. See Teresa Sanislo, same department.


—. See Jim Oberly, same department.

Kilps, Marie, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Bertschy, same department.

Lang, Kate, with Heidi Anderson, undergraduate student, same department. “Oral Histories of Students from the Dells School-Augusta, WI.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


Miller, John Paul, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Bertschy, same department.

Oberly, Jim, with Barbara Featherly, undergraduate student, same department. “Historical Movement of the Mohican Nation.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Barbara Featherly, same department.

Pederson, Jane. See Elizabeth Rodgers, Patricia Turner, and Virginia Welle, same department.


—, with Jacob Dougherty, undergraduate student, same department. “Embodying the Nation: Heroic Manliness and the Politics of Style in the German Gymnastics Movement 1810-1820.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

Schrader, Lauren, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Bertschy, same department.


—. See Stephanie Bertschy, same department.

Trautlein, Jeremy, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Bertschy, same department.

Trunnell, Megan, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Bertschy, same department.


—. See Stephanie Bertschy, Emily Cramer, Melissa Davis, and Patrick Tracey, same department.

Verschay, Jessica, undergraduate student. See Emily Cramer and Patricia Turner, same department.

Waters, Matt, with Josh Bourget, undergraduate student, same department. “The Homeric Epics and the Greek Archaic Age.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Josh Bourget, same department.


Zellner, Kyle, undergraduate student. See Stephanie Bertschy, same department.

HOUSING AND RESIDENCE LIFE

Mr. Charles Major, Director
112 Towers Hall North
715/836-5387

Thesing-Ritter, Jodi. See Amanda Stoffregen, Sociology.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Dr. William Frankenberger, Director
172 Human Sciences and Services
715/836-5604


—. See La Vonne Cornell-Swanson, same department.


—. See La Vonne Cornell-Swanson, William Frankenberger, Kristina Hall, and Melissa Irwin, same department.

Carpenter, Linda. See Tasha Alexander and La Vonne Cornell-Swanson, same department.

Cornell-Swanson, La Vonne, with Linda Carpenter, same department, and Tasha Alexander and Erin Marsh, undergraduate students, same department. “Interdisciplinary Team Education: The Impact on Student Beliefs, Learning Outcomes, and Practice.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—. See Tasha Alexander and Melissa Irwin, same department.

Frankenberger, William, with Krista Bowman, undergraduate students, same department. “Program Evaluation of Tutor/Mentor Services for At-Risk Students.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—, with David Jewett, Psychology, and Kristina Hall and Melissa Irwin, undergraduate students, same department. “Stimulant Abuse among College Students.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Krista Bowman, La Vonne Cornell-Swanson and Kristina Hall, same department.

Hall, Kristina, undergraduate student, with Krista Bowman, Melissa Irwin, and Katie Ley, undergraduate students, same department, and William Frankenberger, same department. “Comorbid Diagnosis and Concomitant Medical Treatment for Children with Emotional and Behavioral Disorders.”
KINESIOLOGY AND ATHLETICS

Dr. Marilyn Skrivseth, Department Chair
219 McPhee Physical Education Center
715/836-2546


—. See Jeff Lindauer and Shelly Loomis, same department.


—, with Sean Bulger, same department, and Bill Jacobsen and Sharon Becker, Student Development and Diversity. “The Role of Professional Development in Physical Education Teacher Education.” National Association for Sport and Physical Education
Proceedings of the National Association for Sport and Physical Education Convention. 6.


—. See Shelly Loomis, same department.

Loomis, Shelly, undergraduate student, with Sean Bulger (primary co-author) and Jeff Lindauer, same department, and Bill Jacobsen, Student Development and Diversity. “Evaluation of a Professional Development Curricular Strand within an Undergraduate Kinesiology Program.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Sean Bulger, same department.


Prindle, Brianne, undergraduate student. See Jeff Lindauer, same department.

Roesler, Kari, undergraduate student. See Jeff Lindauer, same department.

Library Services

Mr. Robert Rose, Director
3005 Library
715/836-3715


Ludvigson, Kristofer, undergraduate student. See Heather Muir, same department.


Management and Marketing

Dr. Robert Sutton, Department Chair
400 Schneider Social Science
715/836-3677


Dobrovolsky, Evgeny, graduate student. See Kenneth De Meuse, same department.


Hostager, Todd J. See Scott Lester, Kenneth De Meuse, and Kathryn Ready, same department.


—. See Kathryn Ready, same department.


—. See Scott Lester, same department.

Sutherland, Amanda, undergraduate student. See Jennifer Dumpprope, same department.

Tomkovich, Chuck. See Jennifer Dumpprope, same department.


Williams, Eve, graduate student. See Kathryn Ready, same department.

Yelkur, Rama. See Jennifer Dumpprope, same department.

Morrison, Joline. See Charles Morrison, same department.

**Mathematics**

Dr. Andrew Balas, Department Chair
508 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-3301


—. See Darin Mohr and Alex Smith, same department.


Chadha, Veena. See Shyam S. Chadha, same department.

Drost, John, with Rachel Georges, undergraduate student, same department. “Poiseuille’s Law—Showing that $\bar{n}$ is Inversely Proportional to $R^4$ Using the Shell Method.” *AMATYC Review* 25.2 (Spring 2004): 11-15.


—. See Elizabeth Burgener, Chong Hoong Leong, and Darin Mohr, same department.

Georges, Rachel, undergraduate student. See John Drost, same department.

Kruse, Alex, undergraduate student, with Simei Tong, same department, and J. Erik Hendrickson, Physics and Astronomy. “Least Resistance of a Solid of

—. See Simei Tong, same department.

Langer, Robert. See Mohamed Elgindi and Darin Mohr, same department.


Reynolds, Don. See Elizabeth Burgener and Alex Smith, same department.

Riffi, Mohamed. See Simei Tong, same department.

Smith, Alex, with Don Reynolds, same department, and Elizabeth Burgener, undergraduate student, same department. “Planning to Widen the Scope of Peer Mentoring in the UW-Eau Claire Mathematics Curriculum.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—. See Elizabeth Burgener and Darin Mohr, same department.

Sparks, Billie. “Wisconsin Staff Development.” Extramural Grant. US Department of Education. $44,118.


—, with Alex Kruse, undergraduate student, same department. “Maxima and Minima in Analysis, Algebra, and Geometry.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Alex Kruse, same department.

Walker, James. See Gary Don, Music and Theatre Arts.

Whittleedge, Vicki. See David Lonzarich and Laura Tamm, Biology.

MUSIC AND THEATRE ARTS

Dr. David Baker, Department Chair
156 Haas Fine Arts Center
715/836-4954


Bjorklund, Anna-Lisa, undergraduate student. See Toni Poll-Sorensen, same department.

Don, Gary, with James Walker (primary co-author), Mathematics. “Affine Music: The Creation and


—, piano. “Piano Solo Recital.” Works by Mozart: *Variations in D Major*; Chopin: *Two Nocturnes op. 9, Scherzo no. 1 and Scherzo no. 2*; F. Liszt: *Dante Sonata*; Schubert: *2 Impromptus op. 90 nos. 2 and 4*. Conservatorio de Musica, Pelotas, Brazil. 1 July 2003. Teatro 7 de Abril, Santa Maria, Brazil. 30 May 2003.


—, piano, with **Ivar Lunde** (conductor), emeritus, same department. “Piano Concert with the Eau Claire Chamber Orchestra.” *Beethoven: Concerto no. 5*. Grace Lutheran Church, Eau Claire, WI. 4 Oct. 2003.

—, piano, with **Nobuyoshi Yasuda**, same department. “UW-Eau Claire Symphony Spring Concert” and

Hatzheim, Margaret K., undergraduate student. See Donald Patterson, same department.

Holte, Dawn, undergraduate student. See Jerry Young, same department.

Johnson, Dana, undergraduate student. See Jody Sekas, same department.

Kosower, Paul. See Alexandre Dossin, same department.

Kriesel, Kelly Lee, undergraduate student. See Terry Allen, same department.

Lane, Timothy. “William Bennett Masterclass.” Extramural Grant. The Brannen-Cooper Fund. $1,000.

Morris, Jacob, undergraduate student. See Robert Baca, same department.

Nimm, Christopher, undergraduate student. See Jody Sekas, same department.


Pitroski, James, undergraduate student. See Jody Sekas, same department.


Specht, Jeffrey, undergraduate student. See Jerry Young, same department.

Strizek, Andrei, undergraduate student. See Donald Patterson and Jerry Young, same department.


—, conductor. “Richard Wagner: Overture to Meistersinger von Nurenbeg; Peter Ilich Tchaikovsky:
Variation on a Rococo Theme, op.33; Dmitri Shostakovich: Symphony No.5 in D minor, Op.47.” Osaka Philharmonic Orchestra, Osaka, Japan. 4-5 March 2004.


—. See Alexandre Dossin, same department.

Yost, Kristin, undergraduate student. See Donald Patterson, same department.

Young, Jerry, with Dawn Holte, Andrei Strizek, and Jeffrey Specht, undergraduate students, same department. “Eu-Tu(ba): Performance at the Wisconsin Music Educator’s Association Conference.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

NURSING SYSTEMS

Dr. Mary Zwygart-Stauffacher, Department Chair
264 School of Nursing
715/836-5837

Bruss, Leslie, undergraduate student. See Cecilia Wendler, same department.


—. See Lois Taft, same department.

Hydo, Sharon. See Lois Taft, same department.

Platt, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Lois Taft, same department.

Stafslien, Jennifer, undergraduate student. See Sara Gerondale and Lois Taft, same department.

Taft, Lois, with Sharon Hydo, same department, and Jennifer Platt, Jennifer Stafslien, and Sara Gerondale, undergraduate students, same department. “Nursing in the 1940s: Oral History and Document Analysis.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Sara Gerondale, same department.


—. See Douglas Olson, Allied Health Professions.

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Dr. James Brummer, Department Chair
630 Hibbard Humanities Hall
715/836-2545


Brummer, James. “Visiting Professor Philosophy.” Extramural Grant. Presto Foundation. $50,000.


Gengenbach, Julia, undergraduate student. See Lori Rowlett, same department.


—, with Julia Gengenbach, undergraduate student, same department. “Canaanite Cultic Prostitution and the Bible.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

**PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY**

Dr. J. Erik Hendrickson, Department Chair
321 Phillips Science Hall
715/836-3148

Ackerman, Erik, undergraduate student. See Douglas Dunham, same department.

Anderson, Andrew, undergraduate student. See George Stecher, same department.


—. See Douglas Dunham, same department.

Conklin, Christopher, undergraduate student. See Sara Chamberlin, same department.

Dunham, Douglas, with Sara Chamberlin, undergraduate student, same department. “Nitridation and Oxynitridation of Silicon Carbide and Metal Interface Formation.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.

—, with Sara Chamberlin and Erik Ackerman, undergraduate students, same department. “Investigation of Metal Layers on Silicon Carbide.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Sara Chamberlin, same department, and Christopher Conklin, Chemistry.

Evans, Matt, with Shantih Spanton, undergraduate student, same department. “Studies of Mn on GaAs: Calculating Diffusion and Activation Energies.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Shantih Spanton, same department.


—. See Robert Eierman, Chemistry and Alex Kruse, Mathematics.


Society (ACS) National Meeting, Division of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology. 14.

—. See Ryan Prechel, same department.

Kasel, Dustin, undergraduate student. See Kim Pierson, same department.


—. See Scott Whitfield, same department.

Miller, Nathan. “Using Beta CEN to Probe the Photosphere-Wind Connection in B Stars.” Extramural Grant. Office of Naval Research. $10,000.


—, with Justin Reiter, undergraduate student, same department. “Using X-Rays to Probe Fast and Massive Stellar Winds in the Cygnus OB2 Association.” Summer Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grant.


—. See Jin Huang, same department.


—. See Nathan Miller, same department.


—. See Matt Evans, same department.


Wattenford, Dave, undergraduate student. See Kim Pierson, same department.


—. See Brian Krosschell, same department.

Political Science

Dr. Rodd Freitag, Department Chair
200E Schneider Social Science
715/836-5744

—. “Political Islam, Governance and Democracy.” Turkish Policy Quarterly (Spring 2004): 37-43.


**Peterson, Geoff,** with **Danielle Piper,** undergraduate student, same department. “Size Matters: Simulating Committee Membership in Congress.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.


—, with **Nichole Ray,** undergraduate student, same department. “Modifying the World Values Survey for American Indian Populations.” Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Project.

—. See Mark Rasmusson and Nichole Ray, same department.
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